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GREY

Although black is back this
season, a softer alternative
to this sometimes harsh
shade is grey. Wear with this
season’s colours of red, pink
or green, or layer different
shades of grey on tailored
pieces for a modern look.
✤ Humanoid Pepper top and Polar
skirt, Ruby and Tallulah, Burnham
Market, www.rubyandtallulah.co.uk

GEOMETRY

The formula for instant autumn
style is to take a leaf out of
your own geometry book and
embrace the angles. And with
60s and 70s styles making a
comeback, this look should
make you top of the class when
it comes to style well into next
year.
✤ Duchess diamond print dress, £65,
Nomad and the Bower Bird, Holkham,
www.nomadandthebowerbird.co.uk

PINK

Last year it was all about
the pink coat. This year
pink can be seen on
everything from tops
and jackets to trousers
and jewellery. However,
the must-have pink
piece is the knitted
jumper. Whether you
liked cropped styles
or baggy oversized
numbers, if it is pink it
is a winner.

✤ American Vintage
oversize jumper, £149,
Anna, Burnham Market,
www.shopatanna.com

WINTER FLORALS CAPES
Flower power is never off
the fashion radar and this
autumn and winter ﬂorals
once again reveal their dark
side. Think brightly coloured
ﬂorals on black, metallic ﬂoral
embellishments and tapestry
ﬂoral jackets. Wear with plain
neutrals to tone the look down
or match your ﬂoral top to your
bottoms for a look reminiscent
of the summer.

Part of the Cocoon collection at
Norwich Fashion Week 2014,
and seen in the autumn/winter
collections from Valentino,
Daks, Bora Asku, Todd Lynn
and Alexander McQueen, the
cape is tipped to be the key
piece of clothing this autumn.
Wear over a polo neck jumper
and skinny jeans or cigarette
style trousers, or over a neat
shirt dress.

✤ Hanasa jacket, £69 and
Hansina skirt, £39,
Nomad and the Bower Bird, Holkham,
www.nomadandthebowerbird.co.uk

✤ Humanoid Pulls dress from
a selection at Ruby and Tallulah,
Burnham Market,
www.rubyandtallulah.co.uk

THE MINI BAG

Just as skirt lengths tend to go up and down, the bag also changes its
appearance from large, roomy handbags to small box bags that can just about
hold your money and mobile. This autumn is all about the mini bag, so it’s
time to have a declutter. However, if you cannot ﬁt everything you need into
this new style bag, why not
do as designer Balenciaga
does and accesorise your look
with three bags instead of
one?
✤ Elizabeth And James
Handbags Cynnie mini cross
body bag, £399,
Anna, Burnham Market,
www.shopatanna.com
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